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Institutional Distinctiveness
The vision of the Institution is, “To be an Academia that will transform lives by encouraging
human Endeavour and have an impact on the youths of the region by bringing them into the
ambit of the contemporary national learning scenario. To embrace the traditional wisdom and
value-system of the country as its founding principle and side by side try to inculcate the modern
and scientific outlook amongst the learners as well as in the surroundings they belong to.”
Our vision as highlighted above is to bring the rural youth into the ambit of higher education and
encourage them to aspire higher. It is our mission to prepare our students for the demands of the
fast changing job market. The College is situated in a rural and educationally backward area.
Therefore the major challenge in this College is to inculcate knowledge and aspiration in
students who are mostly first generation learners from weaker sections of society, both socially
and economically. Many students have to contribute to family income or they have to engage in
activities like farming or help in other household work. It is indeed a difficult task to orient these
students to the demands of higher education or the requirements the modern job sector. The
dedicated teachers of this College have been striving continuously to this end. As a result of our
efforts, many such students from poor households have secured jobs and many have progressed
to the post-graduate level. The main goal of the college is to inspire the students, the future
citizens of the country, towards acquisition of required knowledge and skill so that they can go
for higher studies or for placement, as required. Students are provided with all sorts of
opportunities required to identify and flourish their inherent qualities, so that they can develop
themselves as complete human beings and play positive role of a responsible citizen.
Further, the students from these socially and financially backward families are brought into the
ambit of several scholarship schemes introduced by the Central Govt. and the State Govt. for
providing encouragement to students from such families. The College authority ensures that
eligible students receive their due financial assistance from these schemes. The teachers and nonteaching staff assist students in making the students aware of such schemes, in filling out forms
and so on. At present hundred percent eligible girl students have received the State Govt. funded
Kanyasree scholarship through our College.
Thus by providing quality education and by encouraging the students to study further by availing
scholarship schemes from different Govt. and non-Govt. sources the College strives to inspire its
students towards self development.

